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We explore the physial properties of a unied mirosopi theory for the oexistene of superon-
dutivity and harge density waves in two-dimensional transition metal dihalogenides. In the ase
of partile-hole symmetry the elementary partiles are Dira fermions at the nodes of the harge den-
sity wave gap. When partile-hole symmetry is broken eletron (hole) pokets are formed around the
Fermi surfae. The superonduting ground state emerges from the pairing of nodal quasi-partiles
mediated by aousti phonons via a piezoeletri oupling. We alulate several properties in the
s-wave superonduting phase, inluding spei heat, ultra-sound absorption, nulear magneti
relaxation, thermal, and optial ondutivities. In the ase with partile-hole symmetry, the spei
heat jump at the transition deviates strongly from ordinary superondutors. The NMR response
shows an anomalous anisotropy due to the broken time-reversal symmetry of the superonduting
gap, indued by the triple CDW state. The loss of lattie inversion symmetry in the harge density
wave phase leads to anomalous oherene fators in the optial ondutivity and to the appearane
of an absorption edge at the optial gap energy. Furthermore, optial and thermal ondutivities
display anomalous peaks in the infrared when partile-hole symmetry is broken.
PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn, 71.10.Hf, 71.45.Lr
I. INTRODUCTION
The quasi two-dimensional (2D) transition metal
dihalogenides (TMD) 2H-TaSe2, 2H-TaS2 and 2H-
NbSe2 are layered ompounds where s-wave superon-
dutivity oexists with a harge density wave (CDW)
1,2
at low temperatures, and whose transport properties
are highly anisotropi in the high temperature CDW
phase
3
. There is a vast literature reporting anomalous
eets in the CDW phase, inluding, non-linear Hall
eet, anomalous impurity eets in the superondut-
ing (SC) phase
4
, stripe phases
5
, and dierent regimes
of ommensurability
6
. Reent angle resolved photoemis-
sion experiments (ARPES) reveal that the quasi-partiles
of TaSe2 have a marginal Fermi liquid (MFL) lifetime
7
.
This senario beomes more exiting by the veriation
that some of the physial properties of TMD, suh as the
linear growth of the normal resistivity with temperature
3
,
and the strong anisotropy in the in-plane and out-of-
plane transport are similar to the same properties in
the high temperature superondutors (HT). HT do
not show a CDW gap but a d−wave pseudo-gap oex-
isting with the superonduting phase. In both ases,
the transport and thermodynami properties are weakly
dependent on the appliation of external elds in the
normal/pseudo-gap phase, and strongly dependent on
them in the superonduting phase
8
. Furthermore, the
appliation of pressure in TMD favors the superondu-
tivity and suppresses the CDW phase
9
, in a lose anal-
ogy with the HT phase diagram of temperature versus
doping. Dierently from the HT, however, the TMD are
very lean materials. The anomalous TMD properties are
sample independent and an help to larify the physis
behind a whole lass of low-dimensional superondutors.
The interpretation of the experimental data in TMD is
however still very ontroversial. Within the Peierls the-
ory, the CDW gap formation in 1D systems is usually
due to nested Fermi surfaes. In 2D systems, the nesting
is not perfet and some parts of the Fermi surfae may
not be gaped. Early band struture alulations
10
indi-
ated that the Γ entered sheets (SI) are nested with the
K entered ones (SII) by the Qi (i = 1, 2, 3) waveve-
tors of the triple-CDW (see Fig. 1). The value of
the CDW wave-vetor, |Qi| ∼ 13ΓK, measured by neu-
tron diration
11,12
, and reent sanning tunneling mi-
rosopy (STM) experiments
13,14,15
onrm the plausi-
bility of a nesting senario. An alternative theory pro-
posed by Rie and Sott
16
is based on a Fermi surfae
independent CDWmehanism, where the CDW waveve-
tors onnet the saddle points (indiated in Fig. 1 around
1
2ΓK) of the transition metal d−bands, generating a log-
arithmi divergene in the eletroni suseptibility. How-
ever, the saddle point energy in NbSe2 is too large (∼ 50
meV) in omparison to the CDW ordering thermal en-
ergy kBTCDW ∼ 3 meV to allow a saddle point driven
instability
17
. In TaSe2, however, ARPES has observed
an extended saddle band along ΓK. This band is nearly
at and loser to the Fermi energy than the band alu-
lations predited
18,19
. As the saddle points are not well
dened in this ase, it is questionable to justify the CDW
wave-vetor measured with neutrons by some mehanism
related to speial parts of the saddle bands. More exper-
imental studies are required to eluidate this point.
If on one hand these arguments seem to rule out
at least a onventional saddle point mehanism, on-
sensus on the origin of the CDW instability has not
been reahed. STM sans at 4.2 K in TaSe2, TaS2
and NbSe2 show that the amplitude of the CDW gap
is ∆CDW ∼ 80, 50, and 34 meV, respetively20. The
2ability of ARPES to measure the superonduting gap
∆s ∼ 1 meV ≪ ∆CDW in NbSe2, ombined with the
omplete failure of ARPES to detet traes of the CDW
gap in the Brillouin zone of TaSe2 and NbSe2
7,21
were in-
terpreted as an evidene that the Fermi surfae is weakly
overed by the CDW.We observe that the ARPES results
seem to be in ontradition with the STM data, and an-
not explain the non-Fermi liquid transport in the TaSe2
rystal. One possibility is that the ARPES data are ob-
sured by the strong dependene of CDW gap with the
diretions of the Brillouin zone ombined with the forma-
tion of pokets in the points of the Fermi surfae where
∆c(k) = 0 (max[∆c(k)℄ = ∆CDW ). Another possibil-
ity is that the ARPES eletroni dipole matrix elements
vanish for ertain states in the CDW phase due to the
broken spaial inversion symmetry (deteted in neutron
sattering
12
) forbidding the observation of some bands.
The strong resemblane of the normal CDW phase re-
sistivity of TaSe2 with the HT
22
and the anomalous
quasi-partile life-time, given by the inverse of the imag-
inary part of the eletroni self-energy
7
ImΣ(kF , ω) ∝
τ−10 +b|ω|, indiates that a marginal Fermi liquid theory23
should be developed as the basis of a minimal model uni-
fying the CDW and superonduting phases in TaSe2.
The experimental veriation that kBTCDW ≪ ∆CDW
for all the TMD (in TaSe2 for example, kBTCDW ∼
120K ∼ 12 meV) gives a good indiation that a strong
oupling CDW theory is required.
One of us (A.H.C.N.)
24
has reently proposed a uni-
ed piture for the CDW and SC phases where the el-
ementary partiles are Dira fermions that are reated
in the region where the CDW gap vanishes, leading to
the generation of a nodal liquid. Aording to neutron
diration studies, the inversion enter of the rystal is
lost in the CDW phase
12
, allowing for the possibility of
piezoeletri eets. In a system with nodal quasipar-
tiles, the piezoeletri oupling is a marginal oupling
from the renormalization group (RG) point of view, while
the usual eletron-phonon oupling is irrelevant under
the RG
25
. Based on a tight-binding desription of the
eletroni orbitals
26
, and on the assumption of imperfet
nesting between dierent Fermi surfae sheets, the model
of ref. [24℄ proposes a f -wave symmetry CDW gap, with
lobes along the saddle point diretions, and six nodes
at the points where the gap is zero (see Fig. 1). The
proposed CDW gap is odd in the Brillouin zone, due
to the symmetry of the eletron-phonon oupling
24
, and
due to the absene of inversion symmetry in the CDW
phase, hanging sign in eah node. The superondu-
tivity emerges from Cooper pairing between the Dira
fermions mediated by aousti phonons via a piezoele-
tri oupling. We propose that the Fermi surfae is fully
gaped by the superposition of the CDW and the s−wave
superonduting (SC) order parameters. This model is
able to orretly explain some of the anomalous proper-
ties of the TMD like the marginal quasi-partiles life-time
in TaSe2, the dependene of the normal-superonduting
phase transition with the lattie parameters, and the
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Figure 1: Shemati representation of the TMD Fermi surfae.
The Γ entered sheet (SI) is nested with the K entered ones
(SII) by the CDW wavevetors Qi. A CDW gap develops in
the two sheets, exept in the nodal points, indiated by the
blak lled irles. The empty irles are the saddle points.
The thik solid line around the SI sheet is the proposed CDW
gap. The dashed lines indiate the nodes onneted by Qi.
metalli behavior of the resistivity in the CDW phase
24
.
The geometry of the proposed CDW gap is similar to
the Brillouin zone of graphite, where the nodes represent
the points where the ondution and valene π−bands
ross eah other
27
. In ontrast to graphite, the lattie
inversion symmetry is broken in the distorted phase, and
the piezoeletriity an arise. As it is usually observed
in insulators, sine metals sreen the polarization elds,
one may ask: is atually possible to nd piezoeletri-
ity in a superondutor? To answer this question, we
should onsider rst that in a nodal liquid the density of
states (DOS) goes to zero in the nodes, and therefore the
eletrons annot eetively sreen eletri elds. Hene,
one an oniliate a metalli theory (with gapless quasi-
partile exitations) with piezoeletriity. The rigorous
vanishing of the DOS at the Fermi surfae, however, is
not essential for the piezoeletriity to appear. It is su-
ient to onsider that the eletrons of low lying momen-
tum (for example, in a small poket around the nodes)
are "slow" enough to ouple with the aousti phonons
of the polarized lattie.
If the piezoeletriity and the metalli harater are
not mutually exluding, it remains the question of how
the polarization vetor aets the phase oherene of
the ondensate. The answer to this question an be
found in the olletive modes. The eletromagneti
gauge invariane of the superonduting state is pro-
vided by the longitudinal response of the olletive ex-
itations, that sreen the eletrons through a loud of
virtual plasmons
28
. Only the plasmons respond to the
longitudinal elds and give rise to sreening. Sine the
piezoeletriity involves eletri elds only, it does not
aet the phase oherene of the eletrons. In a previous
3work
29
, we have shown by means of a semi-lassial al-
ulation that piezoeletriity is not only onsistent with
the stability of the ondensate as it is possibly behind the
quantum ritial points (QCP) observed experimentally
in the TaSe2 phase diagram, separating the T = 0 om-
mensurate phases from the stripe phase as a funtion of
the applied pressure.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in se. II
we introdue the model Hamiltonian of the CDW and su-
peronduting phase; in se. III we derive the superon-
duting gap equation; se. IV is devoted to the thermo-
dynamis of the superonduting phase while in se. V
we alulate the aousti attenuation rate and the NMR
response; in se. VI we alulate the optial and thermal
ondutivities; in se. VII we disuss the Meissner eet;
se. VIII ontains our onlusions.
II. THE HAMILTONIAN
The nodal system is omposed of two subsystems de-
ned by the nodes of the CDW state whih are onneted
by the triple-CDW wavevetorsQi (i = 1, 2, 3). It is on-
venient to introdue the spinors
Ψi,σ(k) =
(
ck,σ
ck+Qi,σ
)
=
(
ψ+,i,σ(k)
ψ−,i,σ(k)
)
,
where +,− indiate the two nodal spaes, where
c†k,σ(ck,σ) are reation (annihilation) operators for ele-
trons with momentum k and spin σ =↑, ↓. The eletroni
Hamiltonian in the normal CDW phase is omposed of
two terms,
HCDW = He +He−c .
He is the Hamiltonian of the free eletrons in the viinity
of the nodes,
He =
∑
k,σ,i
[
ǫk c
†
σ,kcσ,k + ǫk+Qi c
†
σ,k+Qi
cσ,k+Qi
]
=
1
2
∑
k,a,b,σ,i
ψ†a,i,σ(k)
[
(ǫk + ǫk+Qi)η
a b
0
+(ǫk − ǫk+Qi)ηa b3
]
ψb,i,σ(k), (1)
where ην (ν = 0, 1, 2, 3) are Pauli matries that at in the
nodal indexes a, b = ±, and ǫk is the free eletron disper-
sion. In our onvention, η0 is the identity and ν = 1, 2, 3
indexes the x, y, z diretions, respetively. The seond
term in the Hamiltonian, He−c, is the CDW exhange
Hamiltonian between eletrons situated in two dierent
nodes onneted by Qi,
He−c =
∑
i,k
∆ck c
†
kσck+Qi + h.c.
=
∑
i,k,σ,a,b
∆ck ψ
†
a,i,σ(k)η
a b
1 ψb,i,σ(k) . (2)
Fv Fv
SI
IIS
v∆
v∆
k+Q
k Q
Figure 2: Nesting ondition in the two sheets SI and SII of the
TMD Fermi surfae. The momentum k outside SI is mapped
by a CDW wavevetor displaement into k + Q, inside SII .
As the free eletron dispersion ǫk is odd with respet to the
Fermi surfae sheets, we have ǫk = −ǫk+Q.
where ∆ck is the CDW gap, with odd-parity in the nodal
spae due to the loss of the lattie inversion symmetry.
This term arises from the sattering of the eletroni wave
funtion by the CDW periodi superstruture.
Applying the nesting ondition ǫk + ǫk+Q = 0, (see
Fig. 2) in Eq. (1), and taking the long-wavelength, low-
energy limit, the Hamiltonian in the CDW phase reads,
HCDW =
∑
k,σ,i
Ψ†i,σ(k)
[
vFk⊥η3 + v∆k‖η1
]
Ψi,σ(k),
(3)
where k⊥ and k‖ are the momentum omponents in
the normal and parallel diretions to the Fermi sur-
fae, respetively, vF is the Fermi surfae veloity and,
v∆ =
∂∆c
∂k‖
. The CDW elementary exitations around
the nodes are therefore fermions whih follow the two-
dimensional massless Dira Hamiltonian, similarly to the
two-band eletroni desription of graphite
27
.
The broken lattie inversion symmetry due to the
CDW gap allows the piezoeletriity in the rystal. We
propose that the eletron-phonon oupling is piezoele-
tri, giving rise to a pairing of Dira fermions in the sin-
glet state through the triple-CDW superstruture. In
ontrast with usual Cooper pairs, whose eletrons are
paired aross the Fermi surfae, these pairs are formed
by eletrons loated in dierent nodes linked by a CDW
wavevetor Qi (see Fig. 1). The pairing approxima-
tion onsists in assuming a ondensate of pairs whose
enter of mass have momentum Qi and zero spin. This
assumption learly violates the time-reversal symmetry
of the superondutor order parameter ∆s. Aording to
Anderson
30
, the strong insensitivity of the BCS super-
ondutors to impurities is due to the tendeny of ele-
trons to be in the state of highest possible degeneray in
the ondensate, implying pairing eah eletron with its
symmetri in spin and momentum. In suh ase, the sat-
tering hannels promote transitions between two degen-
erated states, keeping the system oherent. The absene
of time reversal symmetry should destroy the ondensate
in the presene of a very small impurity onentration
31
.
4In the ase TMD, however, the CDW sattering does not
aet the degeneray of the ondensate as far as the Dira
fermions Ψi living in dierent nodal subspaes (indexed
by the three CDW diretions i = 1, 2, 3) remain deou-
pled. For this reason, we may drop the i index from now
on.
After traing the phonons, the piezoeletri pair-
interation has the form
24
,
HP = −g
∑
k,k′
∑
a,b,c,d
ηa b2 η
c d
2 ψ
†
a,↑(k)ψ
†
b,↓(−k)
×ψc,↑(k′)ψd,↓(−k′) ,
where g is the oupling onstant. The hoie of the anti-
symmetri Pauli matrix η2 inorporates the broken sym-
metry of the superonduting gap. In the mean eld
approximation, the pairing Hamiltonian reads,
HP =
∑
k
∑
a,b
[
∆sψ
†
a,↑(k) η
a b
2 ψ
†
b,↓(−k) + h.c.
]
+
∆2s
g
(4)
where
∆s = −g
∑
k
∑
a,b
〈ψa,↑(k) ηa b2 ψb,↓(−k)〉 (5)
is the omplex superondutor order parameter.
So far, we have disussed the problem with partile-
hole symmetry, that is, the hemial potential µ is ex-
atly at the Dira point (µ = 0). In order to inlude
the situation where partile-hole symmetry is broken we
have add to Eq. (3) a hemial potential term
Hµ = −µ
∑
σ,a
ψ†a,σ(k)ψa,σ(k) . (6)
This term introdues an eletron (µ > 0) or hole (µ < 0)
poket around the Dira point produing a nite density
of states.
In order to diagonalize the problem it is onvenient to
extend the spinorial notation to the Nambu spae
Ψ(k) =


ψ+,↑(k)
ψ†+,↓(−k)
ψ−,↑(k)
ψ†−,↓(−k)

 , (7)
with k dened with respet to the nodes. We introdue
a new set o Pauli matries τµ whih operates in the spae
(↑ k, ↓ −k). Denoting τµην as the tensor produt between
the Nambu and nodal spaes, it is not diult to see that
the full Hamiltonian is written as
H =
∑
k
Ψ†(k)
[
vF k⊥τ0η3 + v∆k‖τ0η1
+∆sτ1η2 − µτ3η0] Ψ(k) . (8)
Notie that the gauge symmetry of the problem ψ →
ψeiθ, and ∆se
2iθ → ∆s, is broken at the mean-eld level.
With this notation, the SC order parameter is given by :
∆s = −g
∑
k
〈Ψ†(k) τ1η2Ψ(k)〉 . (9)
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian leads to four
branhes of exitations:
± Ek,±µ ≡ ±
√
(vF k¯ ± µ)2 +∆2s , (10)
where k¯ = ~k⊥+(v∆/vF )~k‖ is the in-plane anisotropi mo-
mentum, with k¯ ≡ |k¯|. In the normal phase, we identify
two branhes of exitations (we assume µ > 0):
±Ek,±µ ∆s→0−→


±vF k¯ + µ (hole-like branh)
±vF k¯ − µ (partile-like branh) ,
whih are related to hole and partile-like pokets around
the CDW nodes (for µ < 0, the nomenlature is ex-
hanged). The two branhes are physially equivalent
to eah other, exept for a onstant equal to −∑k 2µ,
integrated in the volume of the Dira one. The optial
gap in the SC phase is 2
√
µ2 +∆2s, as one an see from
Fig. 3.
Figure 3: Dira fermion dispersion in the poket with the
opening of the SC gap for |µ| = 3
2
∆s = 1 meV. Eah band has
two poket branhes indiated by the dotted and thik solid
lines. The thin solid lines with the vertex above (below) the
Fermi energy E = 0 represent the hole (partile)-like branhes
of the Dira one in the normal CDW phase.
III. THE GAP EQUATION
To alulate the gap self-onsistently, we use the stan-
dard many-body Green's funtion method. Sine Hamil-
tonian (8) has a quadrati form, H =
∑
kΨ
† ↔ω Ψ , its
5orresponding Green funtion in the 4×4 spae is:
↔
G (k, iωn) = −
∫ β
0
dτ eiωnτ 〈Tτ [ΨΨ†]〉 =
(
iωn− ↔ωk
)−1
,
where Tτ is the time-ordering operator in imaginary
time, ωn are the fermioni Matsubara frequenies, β =
1/(kBT ) is the inverse of temperature, kB is the Boltz-
mann onstant, and
↔
ωk ≡ vF τ0~η · k¯+∆sτ1η2 − µ τ3η0 , (11)
is the dispersion tensor with vF ~η · k¯ ≡ vF k⊥η3+ v∆k‖η1.
Exploring the anti-ommutative property of the Pauli
matries, the Green funtion whih is systematially used
in our alulation is:
↔
G (ωn,k) = −
(
iωn+
↔
ωk
) ω2n + E′ 2k + 2µvF τ3~η · k¯[
ω2n + E
2
k,µ
][
ω2n + E
2
k,−µ
] ,
(12)
where
E′ 2k ≡ v2F k¯2 + µ2 +∆2s = E2k,±µ − 2vF (±µ)k¯ .
Noting that 〈Ψ†α(k)Ψβ(k)〉 is the retarded part of the
Green funtion, Gβ α(k, τ → 0−), we see from Eq. (9)
that the amplitude of the mean-eld gap is written in
the Nambu notation as
2∆s = − g
β
∑
k
∞∑
ωn=−∞
Tr
[
τ1η2
↔
G (ωn,k)
]
.
Evaluating the trae yields:
2∆s =
gvF∆s
2πv∆
∑
σ=±1
∫ Λ
0
dk¯
k¯
Ek,σµ
tanh
(
β
Ek,σµ
2
)
,(13)
where Λ is a momentum ut-o assoiated with the lin-
earization of the dispersion lose to the CDW nodes.
For µ = 0, the gap equation is rather simple and reads,
∆s(T, g, µ = 0) =
2
β
cosh−1 [cosh[πv∆vFβ/gc]
×e−piv∆vFβ/g
]
, (14)
where gc = 2πv∆/Λ is the zero temperature ritial ou-
pling onstant. In fat,
∆s(T = 0, g, µ = 0) = 2πv∆vF g
−1
c
(
1− gc
g
)
. (15)
Notie that for g < gc we nd ∆s(T = 0, g < gc, µ =
0) = 0. Hene, the µ = 0 gap equation has a quantum
ritial point (QCP), indiating that superondutivity
ours only above a minimal oupling gc. This is a gen-
eral property of the nodal liquid due to the absene of
the bakground Fermi sea. In a Fermi liquid (where the
Fermi surfae is large in omparison to all the other en-
ergy sales), the Fermi sea is unstable to the formation
of Cooper pairs between two eletrons mediated by an
attrative potential, even for innitesimal oupling
32
. In
this ase, the Pauli exlusion priniple of the bakground
eletrons plays the role of the interation, making the
ondensate stable even in the weak oupling limit
33
. The
zero temperature gap (15) equals to the energy ut-o
α = vFΛ in the g →∞ limit.
A. Zero temperature analysis
To see how the poket aets the QCP when g ∼ gc we
analyze the gap equation in the zero temperature limit.
At this point we introdue a more suitable ut-o, given
by the momenta s± that dene the surfaes of onstant
energy in the Dira one,
α ≡ v2FΛ2 = (vF s± ± µ)2 +∆2s = const. (16)
This new denition of the ut-o (basially replaing Λ
by sσ, with σ = ±) is onvenient beause it simplies the
integration, allowing us to nd simple analytial expres-
sions for the gap. This approximation is fairly reasonable,
sine the results of the model are not to be taken literally
when µ and ∆s are omparable to the energy ut-o of
the Dira one, α, in whih ase the ontribution of the
high energy states annot be negleted. On the other
hand, we should be warned by the fat that this new mo-
mentum ut-o sσ does not onserve the number of states
of the normal phase. When alulating thermodynami
funtions, the orret ut-o is Λ, whih orretly maps
the volume of the Dira one and avoids problems suh
as loosing states in the SC phase, what would ertainly
have an eet in the ondensation energy. For almost
all the appliations, the results are not seriously aeted
by the details of the ut-o if the gap, ∆s, is suiently
small in omparison to α.
The T = 0 gap equation beomes
2∆s =
gvF
v∆
∆s
∑
σ=±1
∫ sσ
0
dk¯
2π
k¯
Ek,σµ
=
g
2πvF v∆
∆s
[
2α− 2
√
∆2s + µ
2
−µ ln
(√
∆2s + µ
2 − µ√
∆2s + µ
2 + µ
)]
. (17)
We resale all the quantities by dening x = ∆s/|µ| and
h(g) = 2πvF v∆
g−1c − g−1
|µ| .
The T = 0 sale invariant equation is
F (x, h(g)) =
√
1 + x2
+
1
2
ln
(√
1 + x2 − 1√
1 + x2 + 1
)
− h(g)
= 0 . (18)
6Figure 4: Saling of the zero temperature gap equation versus
the oupling onstant h(g) ∝ (g−1c − g−1)/|µ| .
We see in Fig. 4 that Eq. (18) has two distint oupling
regimes:
(i) the strong oupling setor g > gc, where the
marginal physis develops, with |µ| ≪ ∆s(0, g, µ) for
g ≫ gc;
(ii) the weak-oupling setor g < gc, where the energy
sale of the poket is large in omparison to the gap [i.e.
|µ| ≫ ∆s(0, g, µ)℄ when g/gc → 0.
In the later, the system ows in the diretion of a Fermi
liquid state in the weak-oupling limit (g ≪ gc), while
in the former the nodes are well dened for g > gc ,
resulting in a nodal liquid desription. We notie that
the quasi-partile properties are strongly aeted by the
oupling onstant g, whih separates the marginal Fermi
liquid (MFL) setor from the Fermi liquid one, where
the poket plays the role of the Fermi surfae, raising the
density of states in the nodes.
For onveniene, we denote the zero temperature gap
∆s(0, g, µ) by ∆0µ from now on. In the strong oupling
limit, (|µ|/∆0µ ≪ 1), we may write Eq. (17) as
1 =
g
2πv∆vF
(
α−∆s + µ
2
2∆s
)
,
whose solution is
∆0µ
g≫gc−→ ∆0
2
(
1 +
√
1 + 2µ2/∆20
)
, (19)
where ∆0 ≡ ∆(T = 0, g, µ = 0) is given by Eq. (15).
In the opposite limit, ∆0µ/|µ| ≪ 1, in the weak-oupling
setor, we see that Eq. (18) an be expanded in leading
order in x, giving
F (x, h(g))
x→0−→ 1 + ln
(x
2
)
− h(g)
= 1 + ln
(
∆s
2|µ|
)
− 2πvF v∆ g
−1
c − g−1
|µ|
= 0 ,
yielding,
∆0µ
g≪gc−→ 2|µ| eh(g,µ)−1
= 2|µ| e2pivF v∆(g−1c −g−1)|µ|−1−1 . (20)
Figure 5: Dependene of the zero temperature gap (normal-
ized by the ut-o α) with the oupling onstant g. Solid lines:
numeri solution of the gap equation (18); dotted: strong ou-
pling approximation (|µ| ≪ ∆0µ); dashed: weak oupling one
(|µ| ≫ ∆0µ). We have set |µ|/α = 0, 0.1 e 0.3 from the bot-
tom to the top. Notie that the QCP at µ = 0 is suppressed
by the poket formation (|µ| > 0).
Although the strong oupling approximation is rigor-
ously valid only for g ≫ gc, and the weak oupling one
for g ≪ gc, these two approximations are remarkably
good in almost the entire oupling range of their respe-
tive setors (as shown in Fig. 5) provided that |µ|/α is
small. However, to nd sensible results, one should on-
sider that the valid oupling range of the theory is limited
not too far above the ritial oupling gc, in order to keep
the ratio ∆0µ/α small (see Fig. 5).
B. Finite temperatures
Let us return to Eq. (13). After some algebrai manip-
ulation (see the details in appendix A), the gap equation
in the strong oupling regime assumes the form
cosh(β∆s/2) e
−µ2β tanh(β∆s/2)/(4∆s)
= cosh(πv∆vFβ/gc) e
−piv∆vFβ/g . (21)
The quantity tanh(β∆s/2)/∆s hanges very little with β
in the whole temperature interval. In a rst approxima-
tion, we an obtain the analytial expression of the low
temperature gap by replaing the gap inside the exponen-
tial by its zero temperature value ∆0µ. This substitution
leads to:
∆s(T, g, µ) ∼ 2
β
cosh−1 [cosh (πv∆vFβ/gc)
× e−piv∆vFβ/geµ2β tanh(β∆0µ/2)/(4∆0µ)
]
,
7valid in strong oupling for small µ/α. Close to the phase
transition, Eq. (13) gives
∆s(T )
T→Tc−→


2
√
∆0
βc
+ µ
2
2 t
1
2 , |µ|/∆0µ ≪ 1
1
βc
[
7ζ(3)
8pi2 +
1
2β2cµ
2
]− 12
t
1
2 , |µ|/∆0µ ≫ 1 ,
(22)
where t ≡ (Tc − T )/Tc is the redued temperature and
ζ(x) is the Zeta funtion. The ritial temperature is also
alulated from the gap equation, (13), in the ∆s → 0
limit, giving
Tc =


1
2kB ln 4
[
∆0 +
√
∆20 + µ
2 ln 4
]
, |µ|/∆0µ ≪ 1
|µ|γ
kBpi
e
α(1−gc/g)|µ|
−1−1 , |µ|/∆0µ ≫ 1 ,
(23)
where ln γ ∼ 0.577 is the Euler onstant. In the partile-
hole symmetri ase (µ = 0), we have Tc = ∆0/(kB ln 4)
and ∆s(T → Tc, g, 0) = 2∆0t 12 / ln 2 (see appendix A for
details).
We see that the existene of a poket suppresses the
QCP (T = 0) separating the normal and SC phases (see
Fig. 5). This eet is due to the establishment of the
bakground Fermi sea, whih stabilizes the Cooper pairs
for an arbitrarily small oupling. The thermal eet on
the gap reovers the parametri phase transition with
the oupling onstant g, as displayed in Fig. 6 (top) by
noting the presene of a minimal oupling (say, g0(T, µ),
with g0(0, 0) = gc), below whih ∆s(g < g0, µ) = 0.
The explanation an be found in the strong dependene
of the ritial temperature Tc with g, as shown in Fig. 6
(bottom). At a given non-zero temperature T , a minimal
oupling is required to satisfy Tc(g > g0) > T .
IV. THERMODYNAMICS
In this setion, we alulate the thermodynami fun-
tions starting from the partition funtion Z of the nodal
fermions. The partition funtion is dened as usual from
the original Hamiltonian (8), written in a diagonal ba-
sis of eigenstates indexed by k, γ = ±1 (for the two
partile-hole branhes), σ = ±1, and with eigenvalues
Eak = ±Ek,σµ:
Z = e−βΩ = tr e−βH
= e−βg
−1∆2s
∏
k,a
1∑
na
k
=0
〈nak|e−β E
a
k n
a
k |nak〉
= e−βg
−1∆2s
∏
k,γ,σ
(
1 + e−β γEk,σµ
)
,
where Ω is the thermodynami potential. The Hamil-
tonian inludes the term ∆2s/g, in order to give the or-
ret ondensation energy. The thermodynami potential,
Figure 6: Top: SC gap ∆s(T, g, µ) vs. the oupling onstant
g/gc. Solid lines: numeri solution of the gap equation (13);
dotted lines: strong oupling solution (analyti). From left to
right: kBT/α = 0.005, 0.1, 0.2 and |µ|/α = 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, re-
spetively. Bottom: SC gap vs. temperature. The sales are
normalized by the energy ut-o α of the Dira one. Dotted
line: (|µ|/α = 0.06, g/gc = 1.2); solid: (µ/α = 0, g/gc = 1.2);
dashed: (|µ|/α = 0.06, g/gc = 1.1).
Ω = Ω0 +∆
2
s/g, is given by
Ω0(T ) = − 1
β
∑
k,σ
ln [2 + 2osh(βEk,σµ)]
= − vF
πβv∆
∑
σ
∫ Λ
0
dk¯ k¯ ln [2 + 2osh(βEk,σµ)] .
(24)
If Ωn is the thermodynami potential in the nor-
mal phase, the ondensation energy, Ωn(0) − Ω0(0) =
H2c (0)/(8π), is given in terms of the zero temperature
ritial eld, Hc, shown in Fig. 7. Analogously, the in-
ternal energy, E = E0 +∆
2
s/g, is given by
E0(T ) =
∑
k,γ,σ
γEk,σµn
γ
k
= − vF
2πv∆
∑
σ
∫ Λ
0
dk¯ k¯ Ek,σµ tanh
(
βEk,σµ
2
)
.
(25)
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Figure 7: Solid line: ritial eld Hc dependene with tem-
perature, in units of α/
√
gc for µ = 0 and g/gc = 1.1; dotted:
empirial law Hc(0)[1 − T 2/T 2c ]. The dierene between the
two urves is shown in the inset.
where nγk = (e
γβEk,σµ +1)−1 is the Fermi-Dira distribu-
tion indexed by σ, γ = ±1.
Aording to the standard thermodynami relations,
the spei heat is dened by
CV = T
dS
dT
= −β dS
dβ
, (26)
where S = (E − Ω)/T = − (∂Ω∂T )V is the eletroni en-
tropy due to the Dira fermions. At low temperature,
the gap is pratially independent on the temperature.
It is easy to hek that the spei heat dependene with
temperature in this limit for µ = 0 is given by:
CV
T≪Tc−→ 1
2πvF v∆
∫ EΛ
∆s
dE E3 seh2
(
βE
2
)
Λ→∞−→ 6kB
πvF v∆
∆2s e
−β∆s ,
leading to the expeted exponential behavior of CV with
the gap.
A more interesting result is related to the jump of the
spei heat in the normal-SC phase transition. The al-
ulation is given in appendix B for the weak and strong
oupling regimes. It results in two well dened limits:
the marginal one (|µ|βc ≪ 1),
∆CV
Cn,V
∣∣∣∣
Tc
=
2 ln 4
9ζ(3)
(
ln 4 +
β2cµ
2
2
)
≥ 0.35,
where the equality holds for µ = 0; and the Fermi liquid
limit
∆CV
Cn,V
∣∣∣∣
Tc
=
3
2π2
1
7ζ(3)
8pi2 +
1
2β2cµ
2
≤ 1.43 , (27)
whih reovers the BCS result for βc|µ| ≫ 1.
The jump observed in NbSe2
34,35,36
(∆C/Cn ∼ 2) is
a good indiation in favor of a onventional Fermi liq-
uid and BCS behavior. In TaSe2, however, where the
Figure 8: Spei heat CV /T vs. temperature for µ = 0, in
units of k2B/gc. The jump ours at kBTc = ∆0/ ln 4. Dashed
line: normal behavior in the absene of the SC gap.
transport is marginal and the quasi-partiles are not well
dened in the Landau sense
37
(τω < 1, where τ−1 is the
sattering rate), the piture an be very dierent. In the
nodal liquid ase, the spei heat jump is strongly at-
tenuated due to the vanishing density of states (DOS)
in the Fermi surfae, resulting in the universal onstant
∆CV /Cn = 0.35. The plot of the spei heat displayed
in Fig. 8 shows that the temperature dependene of the
normal CDW phase is quadrati. As the DOS is raised by
a poket around the nodes, the jump grows in diretion
to the BCS value of 1.43, whih orresponds to the weak
oupling limit. However, we notie that the nodes ease
to be well dened in the presene of large pokets. In
this ase, the pairing ansatz adopted in se. II and the
role of piezoeletriity in the eletron-phonon oupling
are questionable.
V. COHERENCE FACTORS
In this setion we alulate two basi properties of the
superondutor: the aousti attenuation and the nulear
spin relaxation rate in the absene of impurities.
A. Aousti attenuation
The ultra-sound attenuation results from the resonant
absorption of the longitudinal phonons in the solid
38
.
The absorption rate is proportional to the imaginary part
of the harge suseptibility
39
:
αs(q) = −λ21 lim
ω→0
[
1
ω
Imχc(q, ω)
]
(28)
in the q → 0 limit, sine the phonon wavelength is muh
larger than the typial eletroni wavelength. This prop-
erty is onneted to the superondutor oherene fa-
tors, whih basially dene the probability amplitude of
9quasi-partile transitions between two states represented
by the pairs spae (k ↑,−k ↓)33,38. These fators on-
serve the time reversal symmetries of the interation in-
volved in the transition. They are usually divided into
type I, for interations whih preserve the time-reversal
symmetry (like in the eletron-phonon oupling) and type
II when this symmetry is broken, like in the spin exhange
interation. The harge suseptibility is dened in terms
of the time ordered harge density orrelation funtion.
All the orrelation funtions used in this artile are de-
ned in appendix C. Using the spinor dened in (7), the
harge density operator is given by:
ρ(q) =
∑
k,σ,a
ψ†a σ(k − q/2)ψaσ(k+ q/2)
=
∑
k
Ψ†(k− q/2) τ3η0Ψ(k+ q/2) . (29)
We dene:
↔
G+≡
↔
G (k + q/2, iωn + iω) and
↔
G−≡
↔
G
(k−q/2, iωn), so that the eletroni harge suseptibility
reads
χc(q, iω) =
1
β
Tr
∑
k,ωn
↔
G+ τ3η0
↔
G− τ3η0 . (30)
It is onvenient to dene the gapless Dira fermions
dispersion by ǫk = vF k¯, and the quantity ǫo =√
v2F (k¯
2 + q¯2). After evaluating the trae and the sum
over the fermioni Matsubara frequenies, the imaginary
part of the suseptibility reads:
Imχc(q, ω → 0) = ω
ǫq/2
vF
πv∆
∫ Λ
0
dk¯ k¯
∑
σ=±1
∂n(Eo,σµ)
∂Eo,σµ
× ǫo + σµ
ǫoEo,σµ
√
ǫ2o − ǫ2q/2, (31)
where Eo,σµ =
√
(ǫo + σµ)2 +∆2s, and n is the Fermi-
Dira distribution. Replaing Eq. (31) into Eq. (28), we
obtain the ultra-sound attenuation rate:
αs
q→0−→ − 1
ǫq/2
λ21
πv∆vF
∑
σ=±1
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫ
Eσµ
(ǫ+ σµ)
∂n(Eσµ)
∂Eσµ
.
The temperature dependene of αs is displayed in Fig. 9
and shows a power-law behavior near the phase tran-
sition. This result is ompared with the BCS urve
αs/αn = 2/(e
β∆s + 1)33.
B. NMR relaxation
The NMR relaxation has its origin on the hyperne
interation between the nulear spins and the eletrons.
The relaxation rate measures the nulear spin time-
variation along an arbitrary diretion of the spin spae,
say bˆ. The ondensate exhibits no paramagnetism in
the singlet hannel, where the total spin of the pairs is
Figure 9: Temperature dependene of the aousti attenua-
tion rate normalized by the normal phase rate. Solid: our
model (µ = 0 and g/gc = 1.1); dashed: BCS model.
zero. Sine the Zeeman and hyperne energies are usu-
ally small in omparison to the gap, the only proesses
that ontribute to the spin relaxation are thermally ex-
ited quasi-partiles. The inverse of the spin relaxation
is proportional to the loal magneti suseptibility pro-
jeted along bˆ,
T−11 (bˆ) = −λ22
∑
q
lim
ω→0
[
1
ω
Imχs
bˆ
(q, ω)
]
, (32)
where χs
bˆ
(ω) is given in terms of the normal diretions of
the spin spae by: χs
bˆ
(ω) =
∑
ij (δ
ij − bibj)χsij(ω) ,with
i, j = 1, 2, 3 representing the x, y, z diretions, respe-
tively (see appendix C).
Before dening the spin density operator, we must in-
trodue the spin degrees of freedom in the spinor repre-
sentation, Eq. (7). This is naturally done in the Balian-
Werthamer (BW) spae
40
,
Ψa(k) =
(
ζa(k)
−iσ2 ζ†a(−k)
)
=


ψa↑(k)
ψa↓(k)
−ψ†a↓(−k)
ψ†a↑(−k)

 , (33)
whih ontains an additional spin subspae
ζ(k) =
(
ψ↑(k)
ψ↓(k)
)
,
inside the regular Nambu spae, (↑ k, ↓ −k). We have
dened a new set of Pauli matries σµ = (σ0, ~σ) whih
operate in this new spae. The general spin density op-
erator is
Si(q) =
1
2
∑
kσσ′a
ψ†a,σ(k− q/2)σσ σ
′
i ψa,σ′(k+ q/2)
=
1
2
∑
k∈ 12B.Z.
Ψ†(k − q/2)σiτ0η0Ψ(k+ q/2) , (34)
where i = 1, 2, 3 are the spin diretions, k is summed in
half Brillouin zone, and σ, σ′=↑↓ are the spin indexes. It
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is not diult to hek that the Hamiltonian (8), written
in the BW spae, is given by (see appendix D)
H =
∑
k∈ 12B.Z.
Ψ†(k)
[
vF σ0τ0~η · k¯−∆s σ3τ1η2
−µσ0τ3η0] Ψ(k) . (35)
The matrix inside the parenthesis denes the new disper-
sion tensor
↔
ωk for the Green funtion (12),
↔
G= (iωn− ↔ω
)−1. Notie that the BW Green funtion is very similar to
the previous one, exept for the size of the Hamiltonian
spae, whih now is 8×8.
The pairing term brings something new, beause of
the broken time-reversal symmetry of the SC phase, ex-
pressed by the anti-symmetri property of the Pauli ma-
trix η2 under the transposition: η
a b
α → ηb aα . We will soon
explore the physial onsequenes of this broken symme-
try. From Eq. (C2) the spin suseptibility tensor is given
by
χsij(q, iω) =
1
4β
Tr
∑
k∈ 12B.Z.
∑
ωn
↔
G+ σiτ0η0
↔
G− σjτ0η0 .
(36)
Notie that the produt σiτ0η0
↔
G σiτ0η0 =
↔
G for i = 3.
For i = 1, 2, the anti-ommutative matries ηi lead to
a sign hange in the gap term of
↔
ω
inside the Green
funtion, implying ∆s → −∆s. Thus, the i = 1, 2 (i.e.
x, y) diretions have the same oherene fators of the
harge suseptibility,
χsxx(q, ω) = χ
s
yy(q, ω) =
1
4
χc(q, ω) . (37)
This property is better illustrated in the µ = 0 ase,
where
χsxx =
1
β
∑
k,ωn
(~ǫ− · ~ǫ+ −∆2s)− ωn(ωn + ω)[
ω2n + E
2
−
] [
(ωn + ω)2 + E2+
] = χsyy,
and
χszz =
1
β
∑
k,ωn
(~ǫ− · ~ǫ+ +∆2s)− ωn(ωn + ω)[
ω2n + E
2
−
] [
(ωn + ω)2 + E2+
] ,
with ~ǫk ≡ vF k¯, and the indexes ± representing the mo-
mentum, ± → k±q/2. Notie the sign dierene in front
of ∆2s between the zz and the other two omponents.
This dierene gives rise to an axial anisotropy in the z
diretion of the spin spae. This anisotropy is a onse-
quene of the broken time-reversal symmetry indued by
the nite momentum of the pairs, Qi, whih denes the
CDW wave vetors. This broken symmetry is reeted in
the appearane of a spin struture oriented in the z dire-
tion (indiated by the σ3 matrix) in the pairing term of
the BW Hamiltonian (35). Therefore, we onlude that
the z diretion in the spin spae orresponds to the CDW
diretion Qi in the k-spae, sine it is the only rotational
Figure 10: Temperature dependene of the NMR relaxation
rate normalized to the normal phase relaxation for g/gc = 1.1.
Dashed (µ = 0) and dotted (|µ|/α = 0.05) lines: NMR re-
sponse along the in-plane diretions [ϕ = pi
2
ase of Eq. (40)℄;
solid (µ = 0) and dot-dashed (|µ|/α = 0.05) lines: NMR re-
sponse along the normal c axis (ϕ = 0). The poket produes
a small Hebel-Slihter peak, indiated by the dot-dashed line.
symmetry broken in the rystal. The alulation of the
imaginary part of the χszz suseptibility reads:
Imχszz(q, ω → 0) =
ω
4π
vF
v∆
∫ Λ
0
dk¯ k¯{
∂n(E˜)
∂E˜
2∆2s
ǫ˜kE˜
ǫ2
q/2 − µ2
ǫ˜2k − µ2
×Re

θ (ǫ˜k − |µ|) ǫ˜k + θ (|µ| − ǫ˜k) |µ|√
(ǫ2
q/2 − µ2)(ǫ˜2k − ǫ2q/2)


+
∑
σ=±1
∂n(Eo,σµ)
∂Eo,σµ
Eo,σµ
(ǫo + σµ)
×
√
ǫ2o − ǫ2q/2
ǫq/2ǫo

 (38)
where
ǫ˜k = Re
√
ǫ2k + ǫ
2
q/2 − µ2,
E˜k =
√
ǫ˜2k +∆
2
s and ǫo follows the denition of the pre-
vious subsetion. The χsxx,yy an be obtained from the
substitution of Eq. (31) into Eq. (37). Noting that
χsxy = χ
s
xz = χ
s
yz = 0, the NMR relaxation rate along a
given diretion bˆ gives
1
T1
(bˆ) = λ22
∫ Λ
0
dq¯
2π
q¯ lim
ω→0
[
1
ω
∑
i
(
b2i − 1
)
Imχsii
]
.
(39)
In Fig. 10 we distinguish the two anisotropi prinipal
diretions, for in-plane bˆ vetors and out-of-plane ones
direted along the normal c axis. A small Hebel-Slihter
11
peak is formed for nite µ, but no peak is observed for
µ = 0.
The zz omponent of the suseptibility arries oher-
ene fators with the symmetry of the spin interations
(i.e. they are odd by interhanging k → −k), while the
xx and yy omponents are analogous to the harge sus-
eptibility [see Eq. (37)℄. This is easily understood by a
qualitative argument with the aid of Eq. (39). Consider
the CDW diretion Q1. The Q1 diretion (or equiva-
lently the b = zˆ diretion for the spin, aording to our
previous disussion) aets the eletroni spin orrela-
tions in the normal diretions to Q1, meaning the xy
plane. The NMR diretion b = zˆ is aeted by the sus-
eptibility omponents χxx and χyy but not by the χzz
one [see Eq. (39)℄. The CDW introdues an additional
time-reversal broken symmetry to the spin orrelations in
the Q1 (xy) plane, explaining why the related oherene
fators have the same symmetry of the harge intera-
tions. On the other hand, the planes whih are normal
to theQ1 plane are aeted by the χzz omponent, whih
onserves the odd symmetry of the spin interations. In
summary, the NMR relaxation in the bˆ = Q1 diretion
(in k-spae) is therefore assoiated to a harge-like sym-
metry, like in the phonon attenuation response, while the
NMR diretions whih are normal to Q1 have a mixed
symmetry and exhibit a more intense response. The same
analysis applies to theQ2,3 vetors separately. The NMR
pattern in the k-spae results from the superposition of
the ontributions due to eah vetorQi (i = 1, 2, 3) of the
triple-CDW. As eah vetorQi is rotated with respet to
the other two by
2pi
3 and
4pi
3 (see Fig 1), if we dene the
ontribution of eah CDW diretion to the NMR response
along an arbitrary diretion bˆ as T−11,i (bˆ) = T
−1
1 (bˆ+ θi),
it is not diult to verify from Eq. (39) that
3∑
i
1
T 1,i
(bˆ) = −3λ22
∫ Λ
0
dq¯
2π
q¯ lim
ω→0
1
ω
[Im (χsxx + χ
s
zz)
+
1
2
sin2 ϕ Im (χsxx − χszz)
]
,(40)
where ϕ is the angle that bˆ makes with the normal dire-
tion to the SC planes. We notie that despite the broken
rotational symmetry of the triple-CDW state, the total
NMR response is rotationally invariant in the planes and
shows an anisotropi diretion along the normal c-axis,
as displayed in Fig. 10.
VI. TRANSPORT
In this setion we alulate the opti and thermal
ondutivities of the SC phase in the lean limit. The
transport alulation for a d-wave order parameter with
and without d−wave superondutivity has been done by
Yang and Nayak
41
. Here, we shall repeat the alulation
for a CDW gap with nodes oexisting with a s-wave SC
order parameter. We ignore the eets of sattering en-
ters like impurities and disorder from the CDW utua-
tions motivated by the two fats: 1) the TMD are very
lean materials, and 2) the extremely low temperatures
where the SC phase appears in 2H-TaSe2 (T . 0.1 K),
where onventional thermal disorder in the CDW phase
should play no relevant role in the transport.
The thermal urrent is dened by jQ = jE − µe j ,39
where jE is the energy urrent, j is the eletrial urrent
and µ is the hemial potential. Experimental measure-
ments of the thermal ondutivity κ require zero ele-
tri urrent ow in the sample, and we may assume that
jQ = jE . The Kubo formulas for frequeny dependent
thermal ondutivity, κ(ω), and the optial ondutivity,
σ(ω), are39:
κij(ω) = − 1
ωT
lim
q→0
ImΠEEij (q, ω) + TS
2
ij(ω)σij(ω),(41)
σij(ω) = − 1
ω
lim
q→0
ImΠij(q, ω) , (42)
where
Sij(ω) = − 1
T
lim
q→0
[
ImΠEij(q, ω)
ImΠij(q, ω)
]
(43)
is the thermoeletri ondutivity (also known as ther-
mopower) S = −∆V/∆T , that measures the urrent
voltage∆V produed by a temperature gradient∆T , and
Π, ΠEE and ΠE are respetively the eletri, thermal
and thermoeletri urrent orrelation funtions, whih
we dene in appendix C. The seond term in Eq. (41)
guarantees the zero urrent ow ondition to the harge
arriers.
A. Optial ondutivity
To inorporate the magneti eld into Hamiltonian (8),
we proeed with the Peierls substitution k→ k− ec τ3A.
We assume that the vetor potential A(k) is symmet-
ri with respet to momentum inversion in the nodal
spae. For this reason, we must use the τ3 Pauli ma-
trix, whih operates in the usual Nambu spae. Notie
that a given Hamiltonian density for spin
1
2 fermions in
the form
∑
σ f(k)ψ
†
σ(k)ψσ(k) is equivalently written in
the Nambu spae as(
ψ†↑(k) ψ↓(−k)
)(
f(k) 0
0 −f(−k)
)(
ψ↑(k)
ψ†↓(−k)
)
.
The assoiated matrix above is learly τ3 if f is a sym-
metri funtion in k and τ0 if f is anti-symmetri. As the
Dira fermion dispersion is anti-symmetri in the one,
we should be espeially areful with the usual Peierls sub-
stitution, sine it introdues an even term (∝ τ3A), whih
violates the odd symmetry of the zero eld dispersion de-
pendene with k. For a given Hamiltonian in the general
form:
H =
∑
k
ǫkΨ
†(k) τ0ηiΨ(k) ,
12
the orret Peierls substitution involves the separation of
symmetri (S) and anti-symmetri (A) omponents in k,
ǫ(k)τ0 → ǫA(k− e
c
τ3A) τ0 + ǫ
S(k− e
c
τ3A) τ3 , (44)
where
ǫS(k− e
c
τ3A) =
1
2
[
ǫ(k− e
c
τ3A) + ǫ(−k− e
c
τ3A)
]
,
ǫA(k− e
c
τ3A) =
1
2
[
ǫ(k− e
c
τ3A)− ǫ(−k− e
c
τ3A)
]
.
Applying this proedure to the Hamiltonian (8), it is
easy to see that the magneti part of the Hamiltonian is
HB = −Ψ†(k)
[
vF
e
c
A⊥τ0η3 + v∆
e
c
A‖τ0η1
]
Ψ(k) ,
written in terms of τ0 instead of τ3, as one ould naively
expet from the straight substitution k→ k− ecτ3A.
The urrent density operator j(k) = −c∇AH is given
by
j(k) = Ψ†(k)
[
vF e τ0η3eˆ⊥ + v∆e τ0η1eˆ‖
]
Ψ(k) . (45)
The urrent-urrent density orrelation funtion dened
in appendix C is given by:
Π⊥(q, iω) =
v2F e
2
β
Tr
∑
k,ωn
↔
G+ τ0η3
↔
G− τ0η3,
Π‖(q, iω) =
v2∆e
2
β
Tr
∑
k,ωn
↔
G+ τ0η1
↔
G− τ0η1,
where ⊥ and ‖ are the normal and parallel diretions to
the Fermi surfae for a given node (see Fig. 2). Ap-
plying the Kubo formula (42) to the imaginary part of
the orrelation funtions above, we nd that the optial
ondutivity is separated into two parts: the Drude term,
σDC⊥ (ω) = −
vF e
2
2v∆
δ(ω)
∑
σ′
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫ
(
1− ∆
2
s
E2σ′µ
)
×∂n(Eσ′µ)
∂Eσ′µ
, (46)
and an extra term due to the interband exitations of the
Dira fermions,
σAC⊥ (ω) =
2vF e
2
v∆
∆2s
ω2
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
)
− n
( |ω|
2
)]
×θ
(
|ω| − 2
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
+
vF e
2
2v∆
~ων0
(
1− 4µ
2
ω2
)
×
{
θ
(
|µ| − |ω|
2
)
1
Θ−
[
n(E0,|µ|)− n(E0,−|µ|)
]
−θ
( |ω|
2
−
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
× 1
Θ+
[n(E0,µ)− n(−E0,−µ)]
}
, (47)
T→0−→ vF e
2
2v∆
[(
1− 4µ
2
ω2
)
ων0
Θ+
+
4∆20
ω2
]
×θ
(
|ω| − 2
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
where
ν0 ≡ ω
2
√
1− 4∆
2
s
ω2 − 4µ2 , (48)
and
Θ± = |(|ν0| − µ)E0,µ ± (|ν0|+ µ)E0,−µ| ,
with E20,±µ = (|ν0| ± µ)2 +∆2s. In order to alulate the
the parallel omponent σ‖ we just have to replae vF by
v∆. For µ = 0, the interband ondutivity is given by:
σAC⊥ (ω) =
e2vF
2v∆
(
1 +
4∆2s
ω2
) ∣∣∣1− 2n (ω
2
)∣∣∣ θ(|ω| − 2∆s) .
(49)
The ondutivity (47) is onsiderably simpler in the
normal CDW phase. Setting the gap ∆s to zero, we have
ν0 → ω/2 and E0,±µ →
∣∣∣ |ω|2 ± µ∣∣∣, leading to:
σAC⊥CDW (ω) =
vF e
2
2v∆
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
+ µ
)
− n
( |ω|
2
+ µ
)]
T→0−→ vF e
2
2v∆
θ
( |ω|
2
− |µ|
)
. (50)
Analogously, the Drude part of the ondutivity beomes
σDC⊥CDW (ω) =
vF e
2β
8v∆
δ(ω)
∑
σ′
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫ
×seh2
(
β
ǫ+ σ′µ
2
)
T→0−→ vF e
2
2v∆
δ(ω)×


2 ln(2)
β , for µ = 0
|µ| , for µ 6= 0 .
(51)
Notie that in the absene of SC we nd that σDC(T →
0) is onstant and proportional to µ. In the SC ase, Eq.
(46) shows that σDC(T → 0) vanishes independently of
the poket size (as shown in Fig. 11). The presene of a
Drude ondutivity, σDC ∝ δ(ω), results from an innite
eletron mean free path due to the absene of sattering
enters. If we onsider that the eletrons in TaSe2 have
a nite sattering rate, Γ = 1/τ(ω)37, the Drude peak
will be broadened around ω = 0. The normal transport
in the presene of an order parameter with nodes (like
the CDW, as in our ase) in the dirty limit, is given in
Ref. [41℄.
Photon absorption involves quasipartile exitations
and results in the formation of in-phase urrents with the
eletri eld
42
. The absorption rate is therefore propor-
tional to the real part of the ondutivity. In onventional
superondutors there is no absorption at T = 0 in the
13
Figure 11: Temperature dependene of the Drude ondutiv-
ity integrated in ω, for g/gc = 1.1 and µ/α = 0.1. σ in units
of vF e
2α/(2v∆).
infrared region where the photons with energy ω < 2∆s
annot break a Cooper pair. At nite temperature, the
exitation hannels are gradually reovered and photons
with energy smaller than 2∆s have a nite probability of
being absorbed. We should stress that the oherene fa-
tors in those superondutors (say, BCS type) are nite
only in the dirty ase, where the proesses onserve en-
ergy but do not onserve momentum. The rst important
distintion between traditional BCS superondutors to
the ones disussed here is the presene of two bands, re-
sembling the spetrum of small gap semiondutors (see
Fig. 3). In the nodal liquid superondutor, made out of
Cooper pairs of Dira fermions, the absorption proess
omprehends the exitation of an eletron from the lower
to the upper band, transferring energy equal to the the
photon energy ω but with no momentum transfer. In
the situation where the lower band is ompletely lled
(µ = 0), there are no thermal hannels of quasipartile
exitations (sine the thermally exited eletrons oupy
the upper band, where there is no absorption due to mo-
mentum onservation) and the photon is absorbed only
when its energy is suient to break a pair (ω > 2∆s),
produing quasipartile exitations diretly from the on-
densate (pair breaking hannels). When the system ex-
hibits partile-hole symmetry, the absorption is indepen-
dent of the temperature in the infrared for ω < 2∆s.
The seond important distintion between the TMD
and BCS superondutors, is that the optial ondu-
tivity shows an anomalous absorption edge in ω =
2
√
µ2 +∆2s (see Fig. 12). This energy orresponds to
the optial gap of the two bands shown in Fig. 3. The
presene of the edge is a onsequene of the broken lattie
inversion symmetry in the CDW phase, whih aets the
oherene fators of the infrared ondutivity. When the
partile-hole symmetry is lost by shifting the hemial
potential from the vertex of the Dira one, new ther-
mal hannels of quasipartile exitations emerge, giving
rise to an absorption peak in the infrared. To see this
eet, we illustrate in Fig. 13 the thermal exitation
Figure 12: Top: optial ondutivity σ⊥ vs. frequeny. For
|µ|/(2∆s) = 0.9: dashed line (T = 0) and solid (kBT/(2∆s) =
1.2); dotted line: µ = 0 and T = 0. Bottom: optial ondu-
tivity σ⊥ vs. temperature, for g/gc = 1.1 and |µ|/α = 0.1.
Dashed lines: 0.4∆0µ < ω < 1.4∆0µ; solid: ω = 2.3∆0µ;
dotted: 2.8∆0µ < ω < 4∆0µ. In both plots, σ is in units of
vF e
2/(2v∆)
proess of the hole-like branh, where the photons with
energy smaller than 2|µ| are able to promote the ther-
mally exited eletrons oupying the empty states on
the top of the lower band to the upper band. As in
the ase of superuid He
3
, the superondutor is an ele-
troni liquid omposed of two uids, where there is a
one-to-one orrespondene between the exited states in
the SC and in the normal phases. The thermal u-
tuations promote eletrons from the ondensate to the
empty states above the poket Fermi surfae of the hole-
like branh. The optial hannels of absorption through
the thermally exited eletrons are therefore limited to
the window |ω| ≤ 2|µ| (in the lean limit), as shown in
Fig. 12 (top) and Fig. 13.
The temperature dependene of the optial ondu-
tivity, displayed in Fig. 12 (bottom), shows a lear
distintion between the two absorption hannels. The
dashed lines represent the thermal hannels, whih van-
ish at T = 0. The dotted lines indiate the pair breaking
hannels. These hannels depend on the number of ele-
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Figure 13: Shemati representation of the photon absorption
proess in the hannel of thermal exitations of the onden-
sate, within the absorption window |ω| < 2|µ| of the hole-like
branh (see Fig. 3). ω is the photon frequeny, T represents
the thermal exitations and µ indiates the Fermi level.
trons in the ondensate and are more eetive as the
temperature is redued. The solid line in the same g-
ure represents a pair breaking hannel whih is abruptly
suppressed by lowering the temperature. This is under-
stood by noting that the optial gap 2
√
µ2 +∆2s(T ) [see
Fig. 12 (top)℄ displaes the absorption edge towards the
ultraviolet as the temperature is redued. In this situ-
ation, we expet that some of the absorption hannels,
at a given energy slightly to the right of the edge, will
be abruptly suppressed if the temperature is suiently
redued, i.e. if the edge is suiently displaed to the
right in Fig. 12.
1. Spetral weight
Aording to the f−sum rule one should have∫ ∞
0
σ(ω)dω =
πne2
2m
, (52)
and therefore, the area under the urves σDC + σAC is
onserved in the normal and in the SC phases. In the SC
phase, however, there is a missing area in omparison to
the normal phase. The dierene between the two areas
orresponds to the ω = 0 spetral weight, responsible for
the diamagneti superurrents in the Meissner eet
33
.
This part of the spetral weight (whih properly denes
a superondutor) depends on a dierent order of limits
between ω and q, and does not appear expliitly in the
alulation. Thus, a required ondition for superondu-
tivity is∫ ∞
0
[σDCs (ω)+σ
AC
s (ω)] dω <
∫ ∞
0
[σDCn (ω)+σ
AC
n (ω)] dω .
From now on, we all the dierene between the n and s
areas as the Meissner spetral weight.
It is not diult to see that for µ = 0 at zero tem-
perature we have σDCs = σ
DC
n = 0, and that the urves
in the AC setor have exatly the same area. This be-
havior is depited in Fig. 14 for dierent values of µ,
showing an anomalous suppression of the Meissner spe-
tral weight at low temperatures for small µ. A superial
analysis would indiate that there is no spetral weight
due to the ondensate and therefore the superondutiv-
ity is not stable. This analysis, however, is inompatible
with the thermodynami veriation that there is a nite
zero temperature ritial eld Hc(0) (see Fig. 7), result-
ing in a nite ondensation energy. The origin of the
problem has onnetions with the spetral weight shift
from the high to the low energy states of the band as
the temperature is redued, whih has been observed ex-
perimentally in TaSe2
22
. In this ompound, part of the
spetral weight around 60 meV (∼ of the order of the
one ut-o) at 300K is displaed towards the infrared at
temperatures of the order of the SC phase transition. Ap-
parently, the opening of the gap attrats states beyond
the one approximation. In the lowest order, the non-
linear states in the CDW spetrum yield ǫk ∝ (k− ecA)2.
These states are the only ones that ontribute to the dia-
magnetism, whih results from terms ∝ A2 in the energy.
We onlude that the one approximation exludes the
diamagneti states of the band, and for this reason the
f -sum rule is not able to orretly inorporate the dia-
magneti spetral weight, speially at low temperature,
where the ontribution of the high energy states is more
pronouned. The zero eld properties whih are not di-
retly related to the Meissner eet, however, are not so
sensitive to the absene of the high energy states and give
satisfatory results within the one approximation. This
analysis is onrmed later in se. VII, when we disuss
the Meissner eet in the London limit.
Figure 14: Meissner spetral weight A as a funtion of temper-
ature. Curves drawn for 0 ≤ |µ|/α ≤ 0.15, from the bottom to
the top, in xed intervals of 0.03. A in units of vF e
2α/(2v∆),
with g/gc = 1.1.
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B. Thermal ondutivity
The energy urrent is a onserved quantity dened by
the non-diagonal omponents of the momentum-energy
tensor T i0, dened as
43
T µν ≡
∂L
∂(∂µΨ)
∂νΨ− Lδµν . (53)
Aording to the usual relation H = ∂L∂(∂0Ψ)∂0Ψ−L, the
Lagrangian assoiated to the Hamiltonian (8) in the real
spae representation is
L = Ψ†(x) [icτ3η0∂0 − i~vF τ0η3∂3
−iv∆τ0η1∂1 −∆sτ1η2 + µτ3η0] Ψ(x) , (54)
where c∂0 ≡ i∂τ with τ as the imaginary time. The
onserved energy urrent jE(x) = cT i0 gives
jE(x) =
∂L
∂(∂iΨ)
c∂0Ψ
= Ψ†(x)
[
vF τ0η3eˆ⊥ + v∆τ0η1eˆ‖
]
∂τΨ(x) ,
or equivalently
jE(q, τ) = −
∑
k
Ψ†(k− q/2, τ) [vF τ0η3eˆ⊥
+v∆τ0η1eˆ‖
] ↔
ωk+q/2 Ψ(k+ q/2, τ) , (55)
where the time-evolution of the Dira fermions Ψ is
Ψ(q, τ) = e−τ
↔
ωqΨ(q) ,
with
↔
ω
dened in Eq. (8).
We are interested in the diagonal omponents of the
urrent-urrent polarizations ΠEE11 ≡ ΠEE⊥ and ΠE11 ≡ ΠE⊥
given by:
ΠEE⊥ (q, iω) =
v2F
β
Tr
∑
k,ωn
↔
G+ τ0η3
↔
ω+
↔
G− τ0η3
↔
ω−,
ΠE⊥(q, iω) =
v2F e
β
Tr
∑
k,ωn
↔
G+ τ0η3
↔
ω+
↔
G− τ0η3 .
We nd that
ImΠEE⊥ (0, ω) =
vFω
2v∆
δ(ω)
∑
σ′=±1
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫE2σ′µ
×
(
1− ∆
2
s
E2σ′µ
)
∂n(Eσ′µ)
∂Eσ′µ
− vF
2v∆
ω2ν0
(
1− 4µ
2
ω2
)
E0,µE0,−µ
×
{
θ
(
|µ| − |ω|
2
)
1
Θ−
[
n(E0,|µ|)− n(E0,−|µ|)
]
+θ
( |ω|
2
−
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
× 1
Θ+
[n(E0,µ)− n(−E0,−µ)]
}
+
vFω
2v∆
∆2s
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
)
− n
( |ω|
2
)]
×θ
(
|ω| − 2
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
, (56)
and
ImΠE⊥(0, ω) =
vF e
4v∆
ω2|ν0|
(
1− 4µ
2
ω2
)
×
{
θ
(
|µ| − |ω|
2
)
[E0,µ − E0,−µ]
× 1
Θ−
[n(E0,µ)− n(E0,−µ)]
−θ
( |ω|
2
−
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
[E0,µ + E0,−µ]
× 1
Θ+
[n(E0,µ)− n(−E0,−µ)]
}
+
vF e
v∆
∆2s
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
)
− n
( |ω|
2
)]
×θ
(
|ω| − 2
√
µ2 +∆2s
)
, (57)
where ν0 and E0,σµ are dened as in Eq. (47). In on-
trast to the thermal polarization, the thermoeletri one
does not have a Drude part. The thermal ondutivity
follows from a straightforward substitution of the pre-
vious results (47), (56) and (57) into the Kubo formula
(41).
Let us analyze these results for µ = 0. We have
1
ω
ImΠEE⊥ (0, ω) =
vF
v∆
δ(ω)
∫ EΛ
∆s
dE3
(
1− ∆
2
s
E2
)
×∂n(E)
∂E
+
vF
2v∆
(ω
2
)2(
1 +
4∆2s
ω2
)
×
[
1− 2n
( |ω|
2
)]
θ(ω − 2∆s) ,
(58)
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and
1
ω
ImΠE⊥(0, ω) =
evF
2v∆
ω
2
(
1 +
4∆2s
ω2
)
(59)
×
[
1− 2n
( |ω|
2
)]
θ(|ω| − 2∆s) .
Replaing Eq. (49) and (59) into Eq. (43), the µ = 0
thermopower yields
S⊥ = − 1
T
ImΠE⊥(0, ω)
ImΠ⊥(0, ω)
=
ω
2eT
. (60)
Substituting Eq. (49), (58) and (60) into (41), we nd
that the only ontribution omes from the Drude term
κ⊥(ω) = − vF
v∆T
δ(ω)
∫ EΛ
∆s
dE E3
(
1− ∆
2
s
E2
)
∂n(E)
∂E
,
(61)
where κAC = 0 for zero µ. When the system exhibits
partile-hole symmetry, the exat anellation of the in-
terband ontributions to the thermal ondutivity is due
to the fat that the total heat arried by a partile-hole
pair is zero. The argument is the following
41
: the inter-
band exitation proess involves the annihilation of an
eletron with negative energy in the lower band, and the
reation of a partile with positive energy −Ek + ω =
+Ek in the upper band, where ω is the photon energy
and −Ek is the energy of the annihilated eletron. De-
stroying a partile with negative energy, momentum k
and harge e is equivalent to reate a hole with momen-
tum −k and harge −e at the energy ost +Ek. The en-
ergy urrent arried by the quasipartile formed by the
partile-hole pair is kEk + (−k)(Ek) = 0. On the other
hand, the harge urrent is nite, k e+ (−k)(−e) = 2ek,
explaining why the quasipartiles are able to transport
harge but not heat when the poket is absent.
When the partile-hole symmetry symmetry is lost, the
thermal urrent due to the pair breaking hannels is equal
to Ek,−µ(k)+(Ek,µ)(−k), or equivalently to −2µk in the
normal CDW phase, when the ground state eletrons are
promoted to the upper band. As a seond eet, the
thermal hannels of quasipartile prodution give rise to
an infrared peak for |ω| < 2|µ| as shown in Fig. 15 (top),
analogously to the optial ondutivity. In ontrast with
the harge transport, however, the amount of heat arried
by the quasipartiles is of the order of the poket energy
and vanishes at µ = 0. The temperature dependene of
κ is shown in Fig. 15 (bottom). The solid lines represent
the thermal hannels of quasipartile exitation, while
the dotted lines indiate the pair breaking hannels. As
in ase of the optial ondutivity, some of the latter
hannels whih are slightly above the optial gap energy
ω0 = 2
√
µ2 +∆2s are suppressed at low temperatures
(see Fig. 15 ). At T = 0 the thermal ondutivity is zero
for |ω| < ω0, and innity for |ω| >ω0.
Let us verify the normal CDW properties (∆s = 0) in
the transport. The thermoeletri spetral funtion (57)
Figure 15: Top: thermal ondutivity ×T vs. frequeny. κT
is in units of (2vF /v∆)∆
2
s and ω in units of 2∆s, with µ =
2.2∆s. Dashed line: T → 0 limit; dotted (kBT = 12∆s); solid:
(kBT = ∆s); dot-dashed: (kBT =
5
2
∆s). Bellow: thermal
ondutivity dependeny with temperature. We have set κ
in units of vF kBα/(2v∆), g/gc = 1.1 and |µ/α = 0.1|. Solid
lines: 0.4∆0µ < ω < 1.4∆0µ; dotted: 2∆0µ < ω < 4∆0µ. The
dot-dashed line is the Drude thermal ondutivity integrated
in ω, with units of 1
5
vF kBα
2/(2v∆).
is given by
1
ω
ImΠE⊥CDW (0, ω) =
vF e
2v∆
ω
2
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
+ µ
)
−n
( |ω|
2
+ µ
)]
.
Comparing the expression above with the optial on-
dutivity of the normal phase (50), the thermoeletri
oeient yields
S⊥CDW (ω) =
ω
2eT
,
as in the SC partile-hole symmetri ase (60). Returning
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to Eq. (56), and setting ∆s = 0, we have
1
ω
ImΠEE⊥CDW (0, ω) =
vF
2v∆
[(ω
2
)2
− µ2
]
×
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
+ µ
)
− n
( |ω|
2
+ µ
)]
.
The thermal ondutivity is given by:
κCDW (ω) = κ
DC
CDW (ω) + κ
AC
CDW (ω) ,
where
κDC⊥CDW (ω) = −
vF δ(ω)
2v∆T
∑
σ′=±1
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫE2σ′µ
×∂n(Eσ′µ)
∂Eσ′µ
T→0−→ vFkB
2v∆β2
δ(ω)×


9ζ(3) , forµ = 0
pi2
3 β|µ| , forµ 6= 0 ,
(62)
and
κAC⊥CDW (ω) = µ
2 vF
2v∆T
[
n
(
−|ω|
2
+ µ
)
− n
( |ω|
2
+ µ
)]
T→0−→ µ2 vF
2v∆T
θ
( |ω|
2
− |µ|
)
. (63)
The veriation of the Wiedmann-Franz (WF) law an
be done in two ases. For µ = 0, despite the optial
ondutivity is dominated in the low temperature region
by the interband ondutivity,
σ⊥CDW (ω, T → 0) = vF e
2
2v∆
tanh
(
β|ω|
4
)
+ ln(2)
vF e
2
v∆β
δ(ω) , (64)
the |ω|/(kBT )≪ 1 limit is dominated by the Drude part.
Comparing the expression above with Eq. (62) for µ =
0, we see that the CDW phase obeys the temperature
dependene of the WF law
lim
T→0
κCDW (0, T )
TσCDW (0, T )
=
9ζ(3)
2 ln(2)
(
kB
e
)2
, (65)
but with a partiular numerial onstant
9ζ(3)/(2 ln(2)) ≈ 7.8. Note that the order of the
limits is essential, otherwise, σCDW is dominated by the
interband term in the |ω|/(kBT )≫ 1 limit,
lim
ω→0
σCDW (ω, 0) =
vF e
2
2v∆
,
violating the WF law. We should stress, however that
this relation is typially valid in the DC limit ω → 0,
whih is well dened for β|ω| ≪ 1 but not for β|ω| ≫
1. This is easily seen by notiing that at T = 0 the
quasipartile exitation energy ω do not have a sale and
the AC and DC setors annot be distinguished. For
nite µ, it is immediate to hek that the WF relation is
veried exatly as in a metal,
lim
T→0
κCDW (0, T )
TσCDW (0, T )
=
π2
3
(
kB
e
)2
.
VII. MEISSNER EFFECT
The non-loal eletrodynamis is desribed in the Lon-
don limit, where the vetor potential funtion A(k) →
A0 = const. under the assumption that the eld varia-
tions are slow in omparison to the oherene length ξ.
In this limit, the urrent j and the vetor potential obey
the London equation
〈ji〉 = jCMi +Qij Aj ,
valid in the Coulomb gauge k ·A = 0, where jCM is the
urrent due to the momentum of the pair enter of mass.
For all purposes, we neglet this eet and onsider only
the response to the magneti eld.
In order to alulate the London kernel Qij , instead
of writing the urrent density operator (45), we propose
a more general proedure, extending the CDW band be-
yond the one approximation. As in se. II, we start from
a CDW Hamiltonian written in terms of an extended
band
HCDW =
∑
k,σ
Ψ†σ(k) [ǫkη3 +∆ckη1] Ψσ(k) , (66)
where ǫk and ∆ck are any anti-symmetri k−funtions
with respet to a given Fermi surfae node.
Introduing the magneti eld through the modied
Peierls substitution (44), the series expansion of ǫ(k −
e
cτ3A) in powers of A is separated into symmetri and
anti-symmetri terms in k,
ǫ(k− e
c
τ3A) = [ǫ
(0)(k) + ǫ(2)(k) + . . .]τ0 +
[ǫ(1)(k) + ǫ(3)(k) + . . .]τ3
= [ǫk − e
c
Ai∂
iǫk +
1
2
(e
c
)2
AiAj∂
i∂jǫk]τ0,
up to seond order in A, where ∂i ≡ ∂∂ki denes the
momentum derivatives and repeated indexes are to be
summed. The same applies to ∆c(k− ec τ3A). Using the
abbreviation k˜ ≡ k− ecτ3A, the Hamiltonian of the CDW
+ SC phase with an external magneti eld is
H =
∑
k
Ψ†(k˜)
[
ǫ
k˜
τ0η3 +∆ck˜τ0η1
+∆sτ1η2 − µτ3η0] Ψ(k˜) .
The urrent density operator
↔
ji (k) = −c∇AH gives
↔
ji (k) = Ψ
†(k˜)
[
e
(
∂iǫk − e
c
Aj∂
i∂jǫk
)
τ0η3
= +e
(
∂i∆ck − e
c
Aj∂
i∂j∆ck
)
τ0η1
]
Ψk˜ .
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We alulate the expetation value 〈
↔
j 〉 up to rst order in
A (see details in appendix E), and nd that the London
kernel reads,
Qij =
e2
c
∑
k
∑
σ=±1{
β
2
[(∂iǫk)(∂jǫk) + (∂i∆ck)(∂j∆ck)]
×seh2
(
βEk,σµ
2
)
+
(
ǫk
Ek,σµ
∂i∂jǫk +
∆ck
Ek,σµ
∂i∂j∆ck
)
σµ+ E∗k
E∗k
× tanh
(
βEk,σµ
2
)}
, (67)
where E∗k =
√
ǫ2k +∆
2
ck and
Ek,σµ =
[(√
ǫ2k +∆
2
ck + σµ
)2
+∆2s
] 1
2
is the generalized dispersion in the extended CDW band.
The non-loal properties valid in the q → 0 limit do not
depend on the details of the ut-o Λ. For this reason,
we are allowed to take Λ to innity with no further on-
sequenes. However, the Green funtions method leads
to some spurious results in the ultraviolet if we do not
take the full Brillouin zone into aount. To see this,
onsider the illustrative ase of the normal CDW band
(66). After a suitable diagonalization into a partile-hole
eigenstate basis with eigenvalues ±E∗k = ±
√
ǫ2k +∆
2
ck ,
we may write it into the form:
HCDW =
∑
k
E∗
k˜
Ψ¯†(k˜) η3Ψ¯(k˜) .
The London kernel of this problem an be derived di-
retly from Eq. (67) by setting ∆s = µ = 0, ignoring
the ∆ck terms on it, and performing the substitution
ǫk → E∗k. It is immediate to see that in this ase one
has,
QCDWij = Aj
∑
k
∂i
[
(∂jE
∗
k) tanh
(
βE∗k
2
)]
,
resulting in a non-zero surfae term for i = j, whih
diverges in the ultraviolet for any monotonially res-
ent E∗k. The integrability of the results derived by
this method depends on the introdution of states in
the entire Brillouin zone. In partiular, we have that
〈jCDWi 〉 = 0 (as expeted) by assuming that the surfae
term anels in the Brillouin zone beause of its periodi-
ity. In order to x the spurious divergenes, we follow an
argument due to Lifshitz and Pitaevskii
44
. Considering
that the kernel for ∆s = 0 is zero, sine no superurrents
are indued by the magneti eld, there is no physial re-
sult in subtrating from the SC kernel the normal phase
Figure 16: London kernel dependene with temperature in
the one approximation (g/gc = 1.1). Plots for 0 ≤ |µ|/α ≤
0.16, from the bottom to the top, in xed intervals of 0.02.
Q(0)−Q(∆s) in units of e2vFα/(2πdv∆c).
kernel,
〈ji〉 = [Qij(∆s)−Qij(0)]Aj . (68)
We may onsider that the kernel above orretly inor-
porates the Brillouin zone eets, at least near the phase
transition.
To analyze the spetral weight behavior due to the
Meissner eet within the one approximation ǫk ∼ vF k⊥
and ∆ck ∼ v∆k‖, we alulate the London equation in
two limits, near the normal-SC transition and at T =
0. Inluding the Brillouin zone [−pid , pid ] in the normal
diretion to the planes, with d the inter-plane distane,
from Eq. (67) we have
Q⊥(∆s) = v
2
F
β
2
e2
c
∑
k,σ=±1
seh
2
(
βEk,σµ
2
)
.
At T = 0, the kernel gives
Q⊥(∆s)−Q⊥(0) T→0−→ −|µ|
d
e2vF
πv∆c
,
onrming the anomalous behavior deteted by the
f−sum rule (52) in the optial ondutivity.
In the opposite limit, for T ∼ Tc, the kernel in the
strong oupling approximation (βc|µ| ≪ 1) gives
Q⊥(∆s)−Q⊥(0) T→Tc−→ −βc
4d
vF e
2
πv∆c
(
1 + µ2
β2c
4
)
∆2s,
in agreement with the mean eld result for the penetra-
tion depth λ⊥ =
√
c/{4π [Q⊥(0)−Q⊥(∆s)]} ∝ ∆−1s .
The dependene of the London kernel with µ and the
temperature is shown in Fig 16. There is a lear suppres-
sion of the Meissner eet in the low temperature region,
speially when the density of states in the Fermi surfae
nodes is lose to zero. As we disussed previously in se.
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VI, the opening of a SC gap in a nodal liquid possibly
auses the spetral shift of high energy states beyond the
one ut-o α in the CDW band to the infrared. As we
mentioned before, the spetral shift of the states bellow
α (∼ 60 meV) has atually been observed in the normal
CDW phase of the TaSe2
22
. More experimental studies
are required to understand the SC phase properties in
this rystal.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the thermodynami and
transport properties of a model proposed originally in
ref. [24℄ for the oexistene of a gapless CDW phase and a
s−wave superondutor in TMD. While the lattie inver-
sion symmetry is broken in the CDW distorted phase, as
observed experimentally by neutron diration, we pro-
pose a pairing ansatz whih also violates the time-reversal
symmetry. Aording to the ansatz, the pairing of the
eletrons is mediated by virtual aousti phonons via a
piezoeletri oupling, and the enter of mass momentum
of the pairs equals the CDW wavevetors onneting dif-
ferent sheets of the TMD Fermi surfae. This additional
broken symmetry has dramati onsequenes on the spin
exhange interation and produes an anisotropi NMR
response along the normal diretion to the triple-CDW
plane. In ontrast to TaSe2, the quasipartiles of NbSe2
are well dened in the Fermi-liquid regime. The SC phase
of the NbSe2 has been extensively studied and indiates
that a onventional BCS desription is warranted
34,35,36
.
In ontrast to the BCS theory, whih is not ritial,
the gap equation (13) has a QCP in the ritial oupling
g = gc when the system exhibits partile-hole symmetry
(µ = 0). When this symmetry is broken, the SC gap
∆s is strongly resaled by µ as the oupling parameter is
modied, and the QCP is suppressed. The saling of the
quantity ∆s/µ follows two dierent oupling regimes: (i)
Fermi liquid setor in weak oupling, for g < gc, where
∆s/µ ows to zero as g → 0, and (ii) strong oupling
marginal limit for g > gc, where ∆s/|µ| ≫ 1. The spe-
i heat jump is strongly attenuated in the partile-hole
symmetri ase (where ∆CV /Cn = 0.35), beause of the
low density of states at the Fermi energy. As expeted,
in the Fermi liquid regime we reover the jump of the
BCS model ∆CV /Cn = 1.43.
We have observed several anomalous properties in the
transport. Unlike traditional one-band superondutors,
the spetra for optial and thermal ondutivities in the
lean limit have an infrared peak due to the thermal han-
nels of quasi-partile exitation. These hannels involve
thermal intraband exitations, promoting the eletrons
in the ondensate to the empty states of the poket, at
the top of the lower band (see Fig. 13). The absorption
window for this hannel is limited to the poket energy
2|µ|. A seond kind of absorption hannel is due to in-
terband exitations, when a pair is broken as a result of
the absorption of a photon. In this ase, the eletron is
exited to the upper band, aross the optial gap bar-
rier ω0 = 2
√
µ2 +∆2s. The later type depends on the
number of eletrons in the ondensate and is more ef-
fetive at T = 0, exept for a few hannels at a given
frequeny ωa whih are abruptly suppressed by the tem-
perature redution (say, bellow Ta) beause of the optial
gap enlargement, that is, ωa < ω0(T ) for T < Ta. The
thermal hannels on the ontrary vanish at T = 0 with
no exeption.
The optial ondutivity has an absorption edge at
ω0. The oherene fators are aeted by the broken lat-
tie inversion symmetry in the CDW phase. The f−sum
rule reveals an anomalous suppression of the diamagneti
spetral weight, mainly for µ = 0. This behavior is an
evidene that there are missing high energy diamagneti
states in the SC phase, whih would be attrated from
the bottom to the top of the lower band by the opening
of the SC gap. Close to the normal-SC phase transition,
however, these states an by introdued by the same pro-
edure that xes the anomalous divergene of the London
kernel in the ultraviolet, whih is due to the absene of
the Brillouin zone periodiity into the alulation. We
have extended the alulation to a general CDW band
where the loss of the rystal inversion symmetry is in-
luded by assumption.
In summary, we have presented a omplete theory for
s-wave superondutivity in nodal liquids. We have al-
ulated the thermodynamis, the various response fun-
tions, and transport properties of this system and have
shown that these quantities deviate strongly from the
same properties in ordinary BCS superondutors when
there is partile-hole symmetry. We believe our theory
an be applied to some TMD, suh as 2H-TaSe2 or 2H-
TaS2, and our preditions an be heked experimentally.
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Appendix A: GAP EQUATION
In this appendix we derive Eq. (21)−(23). Applying
the variable substitution ν = vF k¯+σµ, the equation (13)
20
an be written into the form
1 =
gvF
4πv∆
∑
σ=±1
∫ sσ
0
dk¯
k¯
Ek,σµ
tanh
(
β
Ek,σµ
2
)
=
g
4πv∆vF
{
4
β
ln
[
cosh (βα/2) seh
(
β
√
∆2s + µ
2/2
)]
+µ
∫ µ
−µ
dν
1√
ν2 +∆2s
tanh
(
β
2
√
ν2 +∆2s
)}
. (A1)
In the |µ|/∆s ≪ 1 limit we nd:
1 =
g
4πv∆vF
{
4
β
ln
[
cosh (βα/2)
cosh (β∆s/2)
]
+
µ2
∆s
tanh
(
β
2
∆s
)}
,
that is equivalent to Eq. (21). We notie, however, that
the above expression remains valid at Tc (i.e. for nite
µ and ∆s → 0) if the strong oupling approximation
|µ|/∆0µ ≪ 1 is satised.
We dene α = 2πvF v∆/gc. Close to Tc, taking ∆s → 0
we obtain,
2gc
g
=
4
βcα
ln
[
cosh
(
βcα
2
)]
+
µ2βc
2α
.
The ritial temperature for g > gc is,
Tc =
1
2kB ln 4
[
∆0 +
√
∆20 + µ
2 ln 4
]
, (A2)
where ∆0 ≡ ∆s(T = 0, g, µ = 0) = α(1 − gc/g). The
expression that gives the ritial dependene of the gap
with temperature for |µ|/∆0µ ≪ 1 follows diretly from
the expansion of the gap equation (13) in terms of β∆s.
To alulate the ritial temperature in the weak ou-
pling regime, we take ∆s → 0 in Eq. (A1) leading to:
2gc
g
=
4
βcα
ln
[
cosh (βcα/2)
cosh (βcµ/2)
]
+
2|µ|
α
[
ln
(
βc|µ|
2
)
× tanh
(
βcµ
2
)
−
∫ βc|µ|/2
0
dζ
ln ζ
cosh2 ζ
]
after integrating the seond term of Eq. (A1) by parts.
If βc|µ| & 4, the integration above an be extended to
the interval [0,∞],
2gc
g
= 2 +
2|µ|
α
[
ln
(
βc|µ|γ
π
)
− 1
]
.
In weak oupling (|µ|/∆0µ ≫ 1) the ondition βc|µ| ≫ 1
is easily satised. The equation above implies that
Tc =
µγ
kBπ
e
α(1−gc/g)|µ|
−1−1 , (A3)
where ln(γ) ≈ 0.577 is the Euler onstant.
In the weak oupling regime, we an nd the gap equa-
tion near the phase transition. For β|µ| ≫ 1, we use the
power series expansion in β∆s ≪ 1 of the integral45
∫ µ
0
dν
tanh
(
β
2
√
ν2 +∆2s
)
√
ν2 +∆2s
∼
∫ µ
0
dν
1
ν
tanh
(
β
2
ν
)
−7ζ(3)
8
β2∆2s
π2
Expanding the gap equation (A1) in lowest order around
βc, we nd
∆s(T → Tc, µ) βcµ≫1−→ 1
βc
[
7ζ(3)
8π2
+
1
2β2cµ
2
]− 12√Tc − T
Tc
.
(A4)
The weak oupling expansions given above are orret
whenever tanh(βc|µ|/2) ∼ 1, or βc|µ| & 4.
Appendix B: SPECIFIC HEAT
In this setion we alulate expliitly the spei heat
jump in the weak and strong oupling limits. The entropy
of the problem is given by:
S = −kB
∑
k,γ,σ
[
(1− nγk,σµ) ln(1− nγk,σµ)
+nγk,σµ lnn
γ
k,σµ
]
,
where nγk,σµ =
(
e
γβEk,σµ + 1
)−1
is the Fermi-Dira dis-
tribution, indexed by σ = ±1, and by the two branhes
of the one. γ = ±1. The spei heat yields33
CV = −β dS
dβ
= −kBβ
∑
k,α,σ
γ
∂nγk,σµ
∂Ek,σµ
(
E2k,σµ +
β
2
d∆2s
dβ
)
.(B1)
At the phase transition, the spei heat jump reads:
∆C(βc, µ) = lim
β→βc

−kB β2c
2
d∆2s
dβ
∑
k,γ,σ
γ
∂nγk,σµ
∂Ek,σµ


=
kBβ
3
c
8πv∆vF
d∆2s
dβ
∣∣∣∣
βc
×
∑
σ=±1
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫ seh2
(
βc(ǫ + σµ)
2
)
.
If βcα & 4, we may extend the integration range to in-
nity. This integral an be evaluated in two limits, for
βc|µ| ≪ 1 and βc|µ| ≫ 1:
∆C(β, µ) −→ kBβc
2πv∆vF
d∆2s
dβ
∣∣∣∣
βc
×


ln 4 +
β2cµ
2
4 , forβc|µ| ≪ 1
βc|µ| , forβc|µ| ≫ 1
(B2)
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From Eq. (22) and (A2), we nd:
d∆2s
dβ
∣∣∣∣
βc
=


4
β2c
(
ln 4 + βcµ
2
4
)
, forβc|µ| ≪ 1
1
β3c
(
7ζ(3)
8pi2 +
1
2β2cµ
2
)−1
, forβc|µ| ≫ 1
(B3)
In the normal phase, the spei heat CV n is obtained
from Eq. (B1),
CV n(βc) =
kBβ
2
c
4πv∆vF
∑
σ
∫ α
0
dǫ ǫ (ǫ+ σµ)2
×seh2
(
βc(ǫ + σµ)
2
)
.
Evaluating the integral gives:
CV n(βc) −→ kB
2πvF v∆
1
β2c
×


18ζ(3) , |µ|βc ≪ 1
2
3π
2βc|µ| , |µ|βc ≫ 1 .
(B4)
Combining Eq. (B2), (B3) and (B4), we nd
∆CV
Cn,V
∣∣∣∣
Tc
=


2 ln 4
9ζ(3)
(
ln 4 +
β2cµ
2
2
)
, |µ|βc ≪ 1
3
2pi2
1
7ζ(3)
8pi2
+ 1
2β2cµ
2
, |µ|βc ≫ 1 .
(B5)
Appendix C: SUSCEPTIBILITIES
We dene the harge and spin suseptibilities from the
imaginary time ordered orrelation funtions:
χc(q, iω) = −
∫ β
0
dτ eiωτ 〈Tτ [ρ(q, τ) ρ(−q, 0)]〉 (C1)
χsab(q, iω) = −
∫ β
0
dτ eiωτ 〈Tτ [Sa(q, τ)Sb(−q, 0)]〉,
(C2)
with ρ and Sa respetively as the harge and spin density
operators dened by Eq. (29) and (34).
The optial, thermal and thermoeletri orrelation
funtions are dened as,
Πij(q, iω) =−
∫ β
0
dτ eiωτ 〈ji(q, τ)jj(−q, 0)〉 (C3)
ΠEEij (q, iω) =−
∫ β
0
dτ eiωτ 〈jEi (q, τ)jEj (−q, 0)〉 (C4)
ΠEij(q, iω) =−
∫ β
0
dτ eiωτ 〈jEi (q, τ)jj(−q, 0)〉, (C5)
where j is the eletri urrent operator (45) and jE is the
thermal urrent operator dened by Eq. (55).
Appendix D: HAMILTONIAN IN THE
BALIAN-WERTHAMER SPACE
In this appendix we disuss Eq. (35). The BW spae
is introdued to extend the pairs spae (k ↑,−k ↓) to a
larger one where the spin and momentum degrees of free-
dom are deoupled. The proedure rests on dupliating
the Hamiltonian (keeping it invariant by summing in half
Brillouin zone), interhange the order of the ψ fermioni
operators in the dupliated term and explore the sym-
metry under the k → −k exhange in the k−sum. The
CDW Hamiltonian in the BW spae reads
HCDW =
∑
k,σ,a,b
vF ψ
†
aσ(k) k¯ · ~ηa bψb σ(k)
=
vF
2
∑
k,a,b
k¯ ·
[
ψ†a ↑(k) ~η
a bψb ↑(k)
+ψ†a ↓(k) ~η
a bψb ↓(k) + ψb ↑(−k) ~ηb aψ†a ↑(−k)
+ψb ↓(−k) ~ηb aψ†a ↓(−k)
]
=
∑
k∈ 12B.Z.
vFΨ
†(k)σ0τ0~η · k¯Ψ(k) , (D1)
by the denition of the BW spinor (33).
The hemial potential term (6) an also be written
as −µ∑k∈ 12B.Z.Ψ†(k)σ0τ3η0Ψ(k). The pairing term
an also be obtained with the use of the antisymmetri
property of the Pauli matrix η2 under the transposition
ηa b2 → −ηb a2 , namely,
HP =
∑
k,a,b
∆s ψ
†
a ↑(k) η
a b
2 ψ
†
b ↓(−k) + h.c.
=
1
2
∑
k,a,b
∆s
[
ψ†a ↑(k) η
a b
2 ψ
†
b ↓(−k)
+ψa↓(−k) ηa b2 ψb↑(k) + ψ†b ↓(k) ηb a2 ψ†a ↑(−k)
]
+ψb ↑(−k) ηb a2 ψa ↓(k)
]
= −
∑
k∈ 12B.Z.
∆sΨ
†(k)σ3τ1η2Ψ(k) . (D2)
Appendix E: LONDON KERNEL
In this appendix, we evaluate the London kernel (67).
It an be derived from the alulation of the expetation
value of the urrent density operator,
〈
↔
j i〉(k) = Tr
∑
k
[
e
(
∂iǫk − e
c
Aj∂i∂jǫk
)
×〈Ψ†(k˜) τ0η3Ψ(k˜)〉
+e
(
∂i∆ck − e
c
Aj∂i∂j∆ck
)
〈Ψ†(k˜) τ0η1Ψ(k˜)〉
]
(E1)
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in rst order in A, where in our denition k˜ = k− ec τ3A.
Expanding the Green funtion
↔
G (iωn, k˜) = (iωn− ↔ω k˜
)−1 up to leading order,
Tr〈Ψ†(k˜) τµηνΨ(k˜)〉 = 1
β
Tr
∑
ωn
τµην
↔
G0
[
1− e
c
↔
G0
× (∂iǫkτ0η3 + ∂i∆ckτ0η1)Ai] ,
where
↔
G0 is the Green funtion (12). The zeroth order
terms are:
Tr〈Ψ†(k˜) τ0η3Ψ(k˜)〉0 = 1
β
Tr
∑
ωn
τ0η3
↔
G0
= ǫk
∑
σ=±1
µσ + E∗k
E∗kEk,σµ
× [n(Ek,σµ)− n(−Ek,σµ)] ,(E2)
and
Tr〈Ψ†(k˜) τ0η1Ψ(k˜)〉0 = ∆ck
∑
σ=±1
µσ + E∗k
E∗kEk,σµ
× [n(Ek,σµ)− n(−Ek,σµ)] ,(E3)
where E∗k ≡
√
ǫ2k +∆
2
ck and
Ek,σµ = [(E
∗
k + σµ)
2 +∆2s]
1
2 .
To rst order we nd, after a straightforward algebra:
Tr〈Ψ†(k˜) τ0η3Ψ(k˜)〉1 = −e
c
Ai∂iǫk
1
β
∑
ωn
Tr
[
(
↔
G0)
2
]
= −e
c
∑
σ=±1
Ai(∂iǫk)
× ∂
∂Eσµ
[n(Ek,σµ)− n(−Ek,σµ)] .
(E4)
and
Tr〈Ψ†(k˜) τ0η1Ψ(k˜)〉1 = −e
c
∑
σ=±1
Ai(∂i∆ck)
× ∂
∂Eσµ
[n(Ek,σµ)− n(−Ek,σµ)] .
(E5)
The London kernel (67) follows from the diret substi-
tution of Eq. (E2), (E3), (E4) and (E5) into Eq. (E1),
and by noting that the zero order urrent term,
〈j〉0 =
∑
σ=±1
∑
k
e (ǫk∂iǫk +∆ck∂i∆ck)
µσ + E∗k
E∗kEk,σµ
× [n(Ek,σµ)− n(−Ek,σµ)]
vanishes by symmetry when integrated over k.
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